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Ja z l e r V ideo St ar 2
video automation system

EASY TO USE

Parental Guidance Graphics
Each video can be linked to a parental guidance category of Jazler VS2
and showed automatically when the
video is aired so nobody forgets it.

PLAYLISTS
Show lower-thirds dynamically with
an emedded text database
Create your lower third template using the LIVETEXT keywordsa and then you are able to showit
whenever you want from the Dynamic Text Titles
section of the studio. Everything can overlay either
your videos or your line input.

Now, you have all the features of a video automation
package needs, with an easy to use user interface, the
least needed menus and buttons to complete a task and
automated features to save time

POWERFUL ENGINE

Integrated graphics
editor

Advanced automated rotation for music
channels

Easy to use graphics
scheduling

Live inputs with seperate graphics

Live graphics update

Powerful video engine

Mass videos impor t

Embedded audio leveling

Unlimited workstations

Advanced spots programming

Advanced playlists
creation

Repor ts printing

RDS

Impor t playlists from external playlisters

Automatic backup

Users security

System Requirements
OS: Microsoft Windows 7 or later, with .NET framework 4.5
CPU: Intel i7 (for HD video), i5, Quad or Duo (for SD video)
RAM: DDR3 4GB or more
Video Card: DirectX 9 compatible with the latest drivers version
Motherboard: Gigabyte GA-Z77X-UD5H or similar
Hard Drive: SSD or RAID (250MB/s) for uncompressed HD video.
At least 100MB/s for compressed HD. Do not use green hard disks.
Works only with BlackMagicDecklink and Integrity Pro
*If the same computer will be encoding to the Internet, i7 is preferred for whatever format.

RDS (Radio Dataa System)
Transmit information about
what are you playing, station’s
ID or date and time. VideoStar
works with several RDS devices

LIVE INPUTS

Crawl graphics manually
Set how many times you want and VideoStar will
repeat your tex over the pre-defined graphic. Also,
you can set offset time.

Live graphics on either videos or selected input
Jazler can either manually or automatically show
graphics on your videos or live sources. Besides
imagesequences and animations, you can add
dynamic text like the current time.

GRAPHICS GENERATOR
VideoStar has its own graphic generator, JazlerGTE. Create
amazing compositions of graphics to overlay your videos
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